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We investigate the difficulties of advanced undergraduate students toward the end of a full year
upper-level quantum mechanics course with concepts related to quantum measurements and time
development. Our analysis is based upon a test administered to 89 students from six universities and
interviews with 9 students. Strikingly, most students shared the same difficulties despite variations
in background, teaching styles, and textbooks. Concepts related to stationary states, eigenstates, and
time dependence of expectation values were found to be particularly difficult. An analysis of written
tests and interviews suggests that widespread misconceptions originate from an inability to
discriminate between related concepts and a tendency to overgeneralize. ©2001 American Association

of Physics Teachers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum mechanics is a technically difficult and abstr
subject. The subject matter makes instruction quite challe
ing, and able students constantly struggle to master the b
concepts. In this study, we investigate the difficulties s
dents have with concepts related to quantum measurem
and time development. Our analysis is based upon a test
was designed and administered to 89 students from
universities1 and interviews with 9 students.

The goal of this study is to identify common difficultie
that students have about quantum measurements and
development, and determine whether they are correlated
teaching style, place of study, or textbook. We are also
terested in comparing difficulties and misconceptions in
upper-level courses with those in the lower-level cours
There is a vast literature2,3 detailing misconceptions in intro
ductory courses, showing that misconceptions are perva
and often arise from an incorrect ‘‘world-view.’’ The realm
of quantum physics deals with phenomena not directly
servable in everyday experience; we want to explore whe
the ways in which misconceptions arise in upper-le
courses are similar to those in introductory courses,
whether fundamentally different processes are involved.

II. TEST DESIGN

The students who participated in this study were advan
undergraduates nearing the end of a full year upper-le
quantum mechanics course.4 There have been earlier studie
investigating student difficulties with waves5 and quantum
mechanics.6 Those quantum mechanics investigations c
centrated on difficulties related to material covered in amod-
ern physicssequence, courses taken as a prerequisite
quantum mechanics or in place of it.6 Common misconcep
tions regarding quantum mechanics have also b
documented.7 The present study focuses on quantum m
surement and time development, advanced topics cov
only in upper-level quantum mechanics courses. Quan
measurement theory is particularly difficult because of
statistical nature of the measurement outcome. Altho
questions about the foundations of the theory of quan
measurement are still being debated and investigated
present the Copenhagen interpretation8 is widely accepted
and universally taught to students.
885 Am. J. Phys.69 ~8!, August 2001 http://ojps.aip.org/
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To aid in the design of test questions, three University
Pittsburgh~Pitt! faculty members were consulted, each
whom had recently taught a full year quantum mechan
course. Each faculty member was asked about what he o
considered to be the fundamental concepts in quantum m
surements and time development that advanced undergr
ate students should know. Many test questions were sele
and modified from those used as homework and exam q
tions that had helped diagnose difficulties.

During the design phase, we went through several ite
tions of the test with the three Pitt faculty members and t
physics postdocs. A preliminary version was administered
students enrolled in quantum mechanics at Duquesne
versity. After administering the test, there was an extens
discussion in the class, followed by individual discussio
with student volunteers. Based upon these discussions
test was modified before being administered to the stud
in this study. Appendix A shows the final version of the tes9

which is slightly improved and revised from the test actua
presented to students. Half of the test questions deal w
measurements and the other half deal with time deve
ment. The test is designed to be administered in one c
period ~50 min!.

The test explores student understanding of a numbe
important concepts related to quantum measurements
time development: the basic formalism, the special role
energy eigenstates or ‘‘stationary states,’’ the significance
eigenstates of an operator, the calculation of expectation
ues, and the conditions under which expectation values
be time independent. The test also probes student un
standing of how prior measurements affect future meas
ments, and how the time dependence of spin angular
mentum operators compares with operators such as pos
and linear momentum.

III. ANALYSIS OF WRITTEN TEST RESULTS AND
INTERVIEWS

An analysis of students’ written tests and student int
views shows that most students share a number of com
difficulties and misconceptions, despite variations in th
backgrounds and the abstract nature of the subject matt

Table I lists the names of the participating universities,
number of students from each university who took the te
and the textbooks used. Since the number of students f
885ajp/ © 2001 American Association of Physics Teachers
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each university is different, we calculate a weighted aver
of scores~in percent! and standard deviations for each que
tion on the test~see Table II!. The concepts that are probe
in the test were covered in all of the classes that participa
in the study. Students were told in advance that they wo
take a test on quantum measurements on a set date but
not told about the exact nature of the test. In all of the p
ticipating universities, students were given 50 min to take
test and were informed that it counted for one homew
grade.

We also conducted audiotaped interviews with nine p
student volunteers from Pitt and analyzed the transcripts
a better understanding of the reasoning involved in answ
ing the questions. We believe their verbal responses e
those of students from the other universities; the written
sponses clearly reflect the universal nature of the difficult
Each interview lasted approximately 1 h. The students in
viewed were not given the written test earlier because
wanted them to discuss the test without having seen it bef

During the interviews, we provided students with a p
and paper and asked them to ‘‘think aloud’’10 while answer-
ing the questions. Students first read the questions on
own and answered them without interruptions~except that
we prompted them to think aloud if they were quiet for
long time!. After students had finished answering a particu
question to the best of their ability, we asked them to furt
clarify and elaborate issues which they had not clearly
dressed earlier. This process was repeated for every que
on the test. After the interviews, we carefully re-analyzed
written responses and the reasoning provided by the 89
dents. Many of the written responses were more easily in
preted after the interviews. The interviews also helped u
gauge the general confidence level of students while
sponding to a particular question. Often, students see

Table I. The names of participating universities, the number of participa
students~most students enrolled in quantum mechanics took the test sin
counted toward the course grade in all universities!, and authors of the
quantum mechanics textbooks used~in some cases, instructors suppl
mented the text with additional notes!.

Name of university
Number

of students
Author of quantum

textbook

University of Pittsburgh 11 Liboff
Carnegie Mellon University 7 Shankar
Univ. of Illinois, Urbana Champaign 17 Goswami
Boston University 13 Griffiths
Univ. of California, Santa Barbara 34 Griffiths
University of Colorado, Boulder 7 Griffiths
886 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 69, No. 8, August 2001
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unsure about their responses, had difficulty in discriminat
between concepts, and provided conflicting justificatio
Some admitted that some of their answers were based u
‘‘gut feeling’’ or ‘‘educated guess.’’ However, when aske
to justify their responses, students sometimes pursued in
rect justifications quite far.

Below, we list each test question, the correct answer,
then students’ written and interviewed responses to
question. We will use the masculine pronoun to refer to
students regardless of their gender. As indicated in Appen
A, for all questions, we refer to a generic observableQ and
its corresponding quantum mechanical operatorQ̂. It is also
noted in Appendix A that for all questions, the Hamiltoni

Ĥ and operators Qˆ do not depend upon time explicitly.
Table III lists several common misconceptions evident

student responses to questions~2!, ~4!, and ~5!. For ease in
referring to them, we label the misconceptions~M1!–~M7!.

A. Basic formalism of quantum mechanics

Question (1): The eigenvalue equation for an operatorQ̂ is

given by Q̂uc i&5l i uc i&, i 51,...,N. Using this information,

write a mathematical expression for^fuQ̂uf&, whereuf& is a
general state.11

Answer (1): ^fuQ̂uf&5( i u^fuc i&u2l i , or simply
( i uCi u2l i , whereCi5^fuc i&.

Only 43% of students provided the correct response. So
had difficulty with the principle of linear superposition an
could not expand a general state in terms of the complete
of eigenstates of an operator. The common mistakes inc
the following types of answers:

Let

uf&5(
i

uc i&,

then

^fuQ̂uf&5(
i

l i , ~1!

^fuQ̂U(
i

Cic i L 5(
i

l iCi^fuc i&5(
i

l iCi , ~2!

^fuQ̂uf&5^fuQ̂uc&5^fuluc&5l^fuc&. ~3!

Let

uf&5uc&,

g
it
m
aren-
ave
Table II. The percent of correct responses,S̄, and a weighted standard deviation,s, for each question on the

test. These are defined asS̄5S i niSi /N, and s5AS i ni(S̄2Si)
2/N, where the sumi runs over all the six

universities,ni is the number of students from thei th university,Si is the average percent score of students fro
i th university,N589 is the total number of participating students. For questions 5e–5h, the number in p
theses refer to students who wrote ‘‘yes’’ or ‘‘no’’ correctly but either did not justify their answer or g
wrong justification.

Question 1 2 3 4a 4b 5a 5b 5c 5d 5e 5f 5g 5h

S̄% 43 76 83 11 17 95 75 73 73 22 22 13 25

~29! ~32! ~32! ~55!
s% 14 8 7 8 10 4 12 12 11 12 16 7 12

~18! ~13! ~13! ~9!
886Chandralekha Singh



Table III. Common misconceptions of students, the symbols used for ease in referring to them, and the questions to which they relate.

Symbol Misconception Question Nos.

M1 If the system is initially in an eigenstate of any operatorQ̂, then the expectation value

of another operatorQ̂8 will be time independent if@Q̂,Q̂8#50.

~4! and ~5!

M2 If the system is initially in an eigenstate of an operatorQ̂, then the expectation value of
that operator is time independent.

~4! and ~5!

M3.1 An eigenstate of any operator is a stationary state. ~2!, ~4!, and~5!
M3.2 If the system is in an eigenstate of any operatorQ̂, then it remains in the eigenstate of

Q̂ forever unless an external perturbation is applied.
M3.3 The statement ‘‘the time dependent exponential factors cancel out in the expectation

value’’ is synonymous with the statement ‘‘the system does not evolve in an
eigenstate.’’

M4 The expectation value of an operator in an energy eigenstate may depend upon time. ~4! and ~5!

M5 If the expectation value of an operatorQ̂ is zero in some initial state, the expectation
value cannot have any time dependence.

~5!

M6 Individual terms (Ĥ0 ,Ĥ1 , . . . ) in a time-independent HamiltonianĤ5Ĥ01Ĥ11¯

can cause transitions from one eigenstate ofĤ to another.

~5!

M7 Time evolution of an arbitrary state cannot change the probability of obtaining a
particular outcome when any observable is measured because the time evolution

operator is of the form exp(2iĤt/\).
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^cuQ̂uc&5l, ~4!

^fuQ̂uf&5l i^fuf&5l i . ~5!

Six percent of students based their answers on Eq.~1!. Nine
percent initially expanded the wave function correctly b
ended up with an incorrect answer. Six percent of the s
dents did not realize that̂fuc i& is not unity and Ci

5^c i uf& and provided a response similar to Eq.~2!. Four-
teen percent of students wrotel without any subscript in
their final answer similar in spirit to Eqs.~3! and ~4!.
Eq. ~3!–Eq. ~5! show that when presented with an opera
Q̂ and a stateuf&, many students assume that the state is

eigenstate of the operator, i.e.,Q̂uf&5luf&, whether it is
justified or not. Some students also made mistakes with s
mation indices. The above responses suggest that man
vanced students are uncomfortable with the Dirac formal
and notation, even though it was used in all of the classe
this study.

In the interview, in response to question~1!, one student
said that ‘‘the eigenvalue gives the probability of getting
particular eigenstate’’ and expanded the state as ‘‘uf&
5( i l i uc i&. ’’ Then, he made another mistake by writing th

expectation value as ‘‘^fuQ̂( i l i uc i&5^fu( i l i
2uc i&

5( l i
2.’’ When asked to explain the final step, he sa

‘‘ ( i l i
2 gets pulled out and this bra and ket states (pointi

to the bra and ket explicitly) will give 1.’’ Another student
made the same mistake and contracted different bra and
vectors to obtain 1. He wrote ‘‘^fuQ̂u(n Cncn&
5 (n Cn ^f uQ̂u cn& 5 (n Cn ^f uln ucn& 5 (n Cnln ^f ucn&
5(n Cnln . ’’ When asked to explain the final step, he sa
‘‘ cn will pick out the nth state fromf and give1 assuming
that the states are normalized.’’ The fact that many students
in the written test and interview could retrieve from memo
887 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 69, No. 8, August 2001
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that a general stateuf& can be expanded as(n Cnucn&, but
did not realize that̂fucn& is not unity, shows that student
lack a clear understanding of what the expansionuf&
5(n Cnucn& means and thatCn5^cnuf& ~which implies
^fucn&5Cn* !.

B. Effect of prior measurements on future measurement
and measurements on identically prepared systems

Question (2): If you make measurements of a physic
observableQ on a system in rapid succession, do you exp
the outcome to be the same every time? Justify y
answer.11

Answer (2): Yes. The first measurement collapses t
wave function into an eigenstate of the operator correspo
ing to the observable being measured. If successive meas
ments are rapid so that the state of the system does not
the time to evolve, the outcomes will be the same every tim

Question (3): If you make measurements of a physic
observableQ on an ensemble of identically prepared syste
which are not in an eigenstate ofQ̂, do you expect the out-
come to be the same every time? Justify your answer.

Answer (3): No, a measurement on a system in a defin
state could yield a multitude of results. Therefore, an
semble of particles prepared in identical statesuf& may col-
lapse into different eigenstatesuc i& of Q̂, yielding different
eigenvaluesl i with probability u^c i uf&u2.

In questions~2! and ~3!, students might have misunde
stood the technical terms ‘‘rapid succession’’ and ‘‘iden
cally prepared.’’ Therefore, regardless of their answer,
considered their response correct if they justified it a
showed correct understanding. Students performed relati
well on both questions~2! and ~3! with weighted average
scores of 76% and 83%, respectively. Therefore, it appe
that most advanced students have some idea that the
surement of an observable collapses the wave function
887Chandralekha Singh
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an eigenstate of the corresponding operator, that a mea
ment on a system in a definite state could yield a multitu
of results, and that prior measurements affect future m
surements. Asking additional questions similar to~2! and~3!
but for specific systems would provide further insight in
the depth of student understanding. In response to ques
~2!, one student wrote ‘‘No, for example, from the uncer
tainty principle in the book there is a 50-50 chance of me
suring up and down spins everytime you measure Sz . ’’ This
student seems oblivious of the collapse of the wave func
upon measurement of an operator.

In the interview, in response to question~2!, one student
began with a correct statement: ‘‘if you measure Q, the sys
tem will collapse into an eigenstate of that operator. Then
you wait for a while the measurement will be different.’’ But
then he added incorrectly: ‘‘if Q has a continuous spectrum
then the system would gently evolve and the next meas
ment won’t be very different from the first one. But if t
spectrum of eigenvalues is discrete then you will get v
different answers even if you did the next measurement a
a very short time.’’ When the student was asked to elabora
he said: ‘‘For example, imagine measuring the position of
electron. It is a continuous function so the time depende
is gentle and after a few seconds you can only go from A
its neighboring point. @Pointing to an x vs t graph that he
sketches on the paper#...you cannot go from this place to thi
without going through this intermediate space.’’ When asked
to elaborate on the discrete spectrum case, he said: ‘‘...think
of discrete variables like spin...they can give you very diff
ent values in a short time because the system must flip
up to down. I find it a little strange that such [large] change
can happen almost instantaneously. But that’s what quan
mechanics predicts... .’’This student had the misconceptio
that successive measurements of continuous variables,
position, produce ‘‘somewhat’’ deterministic outcom
whereas successive measurements of discrete variables
spin, can produce very different outcomes. This type of
sponse may also be due to the difficulty in reconciling cl
sical and quantum mechanical ideas; in classical mecha
the position of a particle is deterministic and can be una
biguously predicted for all times from the knowledge of t
initial conditions and potential.

In response to question~2!, one student who had earlie
claimed that the system is stuck in an eigenstate unless
apply an external perturbation said, ‘‘Yes, once the first mea
surement is made...the wave function collapses to an ei
state where it will stay for all times.’’ Such a response re
flects misconception~M3.2! ~see Table III! that if the system

is in an eigenstate of any operatorQ̂, then it remains in that
eigenstate.

In response to question~3!, student S1~we call him stu-
dent S1 for ease in referring to him later!, who appeared no
to remember that the wave function collapses into an eig
state of the operator that is measured, said ‘‘If Q is not in an
eigenstate then Quc&5luc& is not true...so if you measure Q
you won’t be able to getl and your results will be differen
every time.’’ Another student claimed that identically pre

pared systems should give the same measured value oQ̂.
Even when explicitly told by the interviewer to compare i
dividual measurements made on identically prepared syst
with each other and not the expectation values, his ans
was unchanged. He said ‘‘Barring external influence, if I
measure say...the position in two identical systems...I sh
888 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 69, No. 8, August 2001
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get the same position.’’ The student had apparently forgotte
that identically prepared systems can yield different o
comes with probabilities that depend upon the wave fu
tion.

C. Significance of eigenstates, expectation values, and
their time dependence

The responses to questions~4! and ~5! ~below! suggest
that only a handful of students have given careful though
the time dependence of operator expectation values. V
few students appeared to understand that the Hamilto
plays a crucial role in the time evolution of a state. T
general formula for the time dependence of the expecta
value of an operatorQ̂ ~with no explicit time dependence o
any operator! is

d

dt
^fuQ̂uf&5

i

\
^fu@Ĥ,Q̂#uf&, ~6!

where@Ĥ,Q̂# is the commutator of the HamiltonianĤ and

Q̂. Two major results can be deduced from Eq.~6!. We label
them ~C1! and ~C2! for ease in referring to them later:

d The expectation value of an operator that commutes w
the Hamiltonian is time independent regardless of the
tial state. ~C1!

d If the system is initially in an energy eigenstate, the exp
tation value of any operatorQ̂ will be time indepen-
dent. ~C2!

Students can also deduce~C1! and~C2! by explicitly writ-
ing the expectation value of an operatorQ̂ at time t for a
system which is initially (t50) in a stateuf0&:

^f~ t !uQ̂uf~ t !&5f0uexp~ iĤ t/\!Q̂ exp~2 iĤ t/\!uf0&. ~7!

From Eq.~7!, if Q̂ and Ĥ commute, the time evolution op
erators cancel leading to~C1!. Similarly, if uf0& is an energy

eigenstate, Eq. ~7! reduces to ^f0uexp(iE0t/\)Q̂

3exp(2iE0 t/\)uf0&5^f0uQ̂uf0& ~Ĥ is a Hermitian operator!
which implies~C2!.

Question (4): A particle is in a one-dimensional harmon
oscillator potential. Under what conditions will the expect
tion value of an operatorQ̂ depend on time if

~a! the particle is initially in a momentum eigenstate.
~b! the particle is initially in an energy eigenstate.

Justify your answer in both cases.

Answer (4): ~a! Always, except when@Ĥ,Q̂#50, ~b!
Never ~no explicit time dependence of any operator!.

This question was the most difficult of all, with only 11%
and 17% of the students providing correct responses to q
tions ~4a! and~4b!, respectively. Table IV lists statistics pe
taining to question~4! in addition to those given in Table II
It shows that only 3% of the students answered both~4a! and
~4b! correctly. In question~4a!, there is nothing special abou
the time evolution of the system if the particle is initially i
a momentum eigenstate of a one-dimensional harmonic
cillator potential. Therefore, the expectation value of any o
eratorQ̂ will be time independent only if it commutes wit

the Hamiltonian~i.e., whenQ̂ is a conserved quantity!. In
888Chandralekha Singh
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question~4b!, the particle is initially in an energy eigensta
of a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator potential. This i
stationary state and the expectation value of any operatoQ̂
will be time independent.

Tables III and IV show that 28% of the students he
misconception~M1!, that if the system is initially in an
eigenstate of any operatorQ̂, then the expectation value of

second operatorQ̂8 will be time independent if@Q̂,Q̂8#
50. Based upon~M1!, many students wrote in response
question~4a! that if the system is initially in a momentum
eigenstate, any operatorQ̂ will have a time independent ex
pectation value if it commutes with the momentum opera
P̂, i.e., if @Q̂,P̂#50 @except for 3% students, others als

wrote @Q̂,Ĥ#50 in ~4b! by similar reasoning#. This belief
was so deep-rooted that 3% students wrote explicit formu
similar to Eq.~6! with Ĥ replaced byP̂.

A particularly interesting fact to note is that although t
test makes no explicit reference to commutation relati
anywhere, 42% of students based their answers on suc
lations ~mostly incorrectly, see Table IV!. Appendix B lists
incorrect sample student responses to question~4! in which
responses 1–4 invoke commutation relations in determin
the condition for the time dependence of expectation valu
an operator. 7% students~Table IV! explicitly wrote Eq.~6!
but only 1% answered~4b! correctly. The rest were focuse
on the commutation relation, and did not pay attention to
state. They wrote@Ĥ,Q̂#50 as the condition for time inde
pendence of expectation value in both~4a! and~4b!, despite
writing Eq. ~6! correctly. Some students had difficulty reca
ing whether the Hamiltonian should commute withQ̂ or the
operator whose eigenstate the system is initially in.

Table IV. Additional statistics related to question~4! on the written test.

Student response to question~4! % of students

Correctly answered both~4a! and ~4b! 3
Correctly answeredonly ~4a! 8
Correctly answeredonly ~4b! 13

Condition for time independence

of expectation value ofQ̂

@Q̂,P̂#50 in ~4a!, and@Q̂,Ĥ#50 in ~4b! 28a

Q̂5 P̂ ~or f (P)), andQ̂5Ĥ ~or f (H)) 10

@Ĥ,Q̂#50 for both ~4a! and ~4b! 8

@Ĥ,P̂#50 for ~4a! 3

Expectation value ofQ̂ does not depend on time in both
~4a! and ~4b!
With no reasoning provided 8
With reasoning of the type ‘‘always independent of
time unless perturbation is added’’

9

Explicitly wrote Eq.~6! 7b

Explicitly wrote Eq.~6! with Ĥ replaced byP̂ for ~4a! 3

aExcept in 3% cases where students realized that energy eigenstate

stationary, students wrote@Q̂,P̂#50 in ~4a!, and@Q̂,Ĥ#50 in ~4b! simul-
taneously.

bOnly 1% answered~4b! correctly.
889 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 69, No. 8, August 2001
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Table IV shows that at least 38% of students held misc
ception~M2!, and believed that if the system is in an eige

state of an operatorQ̂, then the expectation value of tha
operator is time independent@note that~M2! is also a special
case of~M1!#. Based upon~M2!, many wrote in response to
question~4a! that when the system is initially in a momen
tum eigenstate, only the momentum operator can hav
time-independent expectation value@by similar faulty rea-

soning,Q̂ must necessarily be the Hamiltonian in~4b!#.
For many students,~M2! was related to~M3!, which ac-

tually can be divided into related misconceptions~M3.1!,
~M3.2!, and~M3.3!. Misconception~M3.1! addresses the dif
ficulty many students have in distinguishing between ene
eigenstates and eigenstates of other operators. They beli
that an eigenstate ofany operator is a stationary state.
related misconception~M3.2! is summarized well in this re-

mark by a student: ‘‘If the system is in an eigenstate of Qˆ ,

then the system remains in the eigenstate of Qˆ forever unless
an external perturbation is applied.’’ Written reasonings and
interviews both show that many students also believe that
statements ‘‘time-dependent phase factors cancel out f
the expectation value’’ and ‘‘the system does not evolve
an eigenstate’’ are equivalent@misconception~M3.3!#. Sev-
enteen percent of the students wrote that there is never
time dependence in either~4a! or ~4b! and 9% explicitly
provided misconception~M3! as their reasoning~others pro-
vided no reasoning, see Table IV!. One student exclaimed
with surprise when the test was discussed afterwards: ‘‘Oh,
so only the energy eigenstates are stationary states. I thou
that stationary states refer to eigenstates of any opera
because the system does not evolve in an eigenstate.’’ Mis-
conceptions~M3.1! and~M3.2! are both evident in this state
ment.

Seventeen percent of students answered~4b! correctly, and
another 17% answered ‘‘No’’ to both~4a! and~4b! @see~M3!
above and Table IV#. The rest held misconception~M4! and
believed that the expectation value of an operator in an
ergy eigenstate may depend on time. They treated an en
eigenstate as a general state while determining the cond
for the time dependence of an operator’s expectation va
They apparently forgot the meaning of ‘‘stationary states,’
concept that is usually introduced earlier in the course. T
did not remember that energy eigenstates evolve in time
a simple phase factor, and that the expectation value o
operatorQ̂ in such a state istime independent regardlessof

@Ĥ,Q̂#.
In the interview, two students said that the expectat

values in question~4! will be time independent only ifQ̂

5 P̂ for part ~a!, and Q̂5Ĥ for part ~b! @misconception
~M2!#. When asked to elaborate, one said: ‘‘...if the system is
in an eigenstate...it is stuck there...and if successive m
surement of that operator is performed...it obviously w
yield the same result independent of time.’’ This kind of
reasoning is consistent with the written responses. The
dent did not understand that onlysufficiently rapidmeasure-
ments of the same operator yield the same result unless
ergy is measured repeatedly in the energy eigenstate bec
the system in an eigenstate of a general operator ind
evolves in time in a nontrivial manner.

Question (5): Questions~a!–~b! refer to the following sys-
tem. An electron is at rest in an external magnetic fieldB
which is pointing in thez direction. The Hamiltonian for this

are
889Chandralekha Singh
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system is given byĤ52gBŜz , whereg is the gyromag-

netic ratio andŜz is the z component of the spin angula
momentum operator.11

Notation: Ŝzu↑&5\/2u↑&, andŜzu↓&52\/2u↓&
For reference, the unnormalized eigenstates ofŜx andŜy are
given by

Ŝx~ u↑&6u↓&)56\/2~ u↑&6u↓),

Ŝy~ u↑&6 i u↓&)56\/2~ u↑&6 i u↓&).

~a! If you measureSz in a stateux&5(u↑&1u↓&)/&, what
are the possible results, and what are their respec
probabilities?

~b! If the result of the first measurement ofSz was\/2, and
you immediately measureSz again, what are the pos
sible results, and what are their respective probab
ties?

~c! If the result of the first measurement ofSz was\/2, and
you immediately measureSx , what are the possible
results, and what are their respective probabilities?

~d! What is the expectation valuêŜz& in the stateux&
5(u↑&1u↓&)/&?

~e! If the electron is initially in an eigenstate ofŜx , does

the expectation value ofŜy depend on time? Justify
your answer.

~f! If the electron is initially in an eigenstate ofŜx , does

the expectation value ofŜz depend on time? Justify
your answer.

~g! If the electron is initially in an eigenstate ofŜz , does

the expectation value ofŜx depend on time? Justify
your answer.

~h! If the electron is initially in an eigenstate ofŜz , does

the expectation value ofŜz depend on time? Justify
your answer.

Answer (5): ~a! \/2 with probability 1/2, and2\/2 with
probability 1/2,~b! \/2 with probability 1,~c! \/2 with prob-
ability 1/2, and2\/2 with probability 1/2,~d! Zero,~e! Yes,

because@Ĥ,Ŝy#Þ0, ~f! No, because@Ĥ,Ŝz#50, ~g! and ~h!

No, because eigenstates ofŜz are stationary states.
Students performed well on questions~5a!–~5d!, with

weighted average scores of 95%, 75%, 73%, and 73%
spectively. In response to question~5b!, the most common
mistake was ‘‘\/2 and2\/2 each with a probability 1/2’’
while in question~5c!, the most common mistake was ‘‘\/2
with a probability 1.’’ Incorrect responses to question~5d!

about the expectation valuêŜz& include \/2, \2/2, \2/4,
sin(vt).

Both written responses and student interviews suggest
some students did not understand the difference between
expectation value and an individual measurement ofŜz and
thought that questions~5a! and ~5d! are the same. Also
many students who incorrectly answered question~5b! also
answered question~2! incorrectly since they are similar. Th
written justifications in question~2! made it clear that they
did not understand that prior measurements affect fu
measurements.
890 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 69, No. 8, August 2001
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The weighted average scores on questions~5e!–~5h! were
between 15% and 25%. Table V shows the statistics rela
to these questions in addition to those in Table II. Only 7
of students answered all of these questions correctly. App
dix C shows examples of the incorrect reasoning used in
written test for these questions. A majority of the incorre
responses to questions~5e!–~5h! were similar to those for
question~4! ~see Tables III and V, and Appendix C! and
were based upon misconceptions~M1!–~M4!. However,
there were additional misconceptions related to~5e!–~5h!.
Twenty percent of the students explicitly displayed misco
ception~M1!, while 18% answered ‘‘No’’ to all of~5e!–~5h!
~see Table V and Appendix C!. The reason for the latte
varied widely. Some attributed it to ‘‘eigenstates do n
evolve’’ @misconception~M3!#. Others said that the expecta
tion values of spin operators cannot depend on time~they
confused the spin operators’ position and linear momen
independence with their time independence!. Others noted
that ^fSi

uŜj ufSi
&50 if iÞ j , and constant ifi 5 j , where

ufSi
& is an eigenstate ofŜi . They argued that if the expec

tation value is zero in the initial state, it cannot depend
time @misconception~M5!#.

As noted in Table V and Appendix C~see responses 8 an
9!, 10% of the students explicitly displayed misconcepti
~M6!. They believed that individual terms (Ĥ0 ,Ĥ1 . . . ) in a

time-independent HamiltonianĤ5Ĥ01Ĥ11¯ can cause

Table V. Additional statistics related to questions~5e!–~5h! on the written
test.

Student response to questions~5e!–~5h! % of students

Correctly answered all of~5e!–~5h! 7

Condition for time independence

of expectation value ofQ̂

If initial state is eigenstate ofQ̂8,@Q̂,Q̂8#50, e.g.,

@Ŝx ,Ŝy#50 in ~5e!

20a

If initial state is eigenstate ofQ̂8,@Ĥ,Q̂8#50, e.g.,

@Ĥ,Ŝx#50 in ~5e!

3a

At least for parts of~5e!–~5h! invoked Larmor
precession of spins

10

All four parts correct 2

Suggested that the static magnetic field,B, will cause
transitions between energy levels

10

@Typically answered ‘‘yes’’ in~5h! sinceB is in z
direction and often in~5f! and ~5g!#

Answered ‘‘No’’ to all of ~5e!–~5b!
Reasoning
Eigenstates do not evolve 6

^fSi
uŜj uFSi

&50 if iÞ j , and constant ifi 5 j where

ufSi
& is an eigenstate ofuŜi&

6

If expectation value is zero in initial state, it cannot
depend on time.
Spin operators do not depend on time 3
None or other reasoning 3

Comparison of questions~4! and ~5e!–~5h!
Answered ‘‘No’’ to both ~4a!–~4b! but not toall of
~5e!–~5b!

6

Answered ‘‘No’’ to both ~4a!–~4b! and also toall of
~5e!–~5h!

6

aFor at least some of questions~5e!–~5h!, this reasoning was invoked.
890Chandralekha Singh
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transitions from one eigenstate ofĤ to another. In particular

they thought that the presence of magnetic field inĤ will

lead to transitions between different eigenstates ofĤ. Also,
10% of students based their answers on Larmor precessio
spin ~see Table V and responses 6 and 7 in Appendix!.
However, only 2% students out of that could answer all
~5e!–~5h! correctly.

In the interview, in response to questions~4! and~5!, three
students at some point or other explicitly displayed misc

ception~M1! and cited@Q̂,Q̂8#50 as the condition for time
independence. When asked to elaborate one student
‘‘... it has to do with the uncertainty principle...there is n
uncertainty in measuring two operators that commute..
eigenstate of one is also eigenstate of another.’’ Another
student said something similar: ‘‘...if two operators com-
mute...they can have simultaneous eigenfunctions.’’ When
asked by the interviewer to explain what that has to do w

the time dependence of the expectation value ofQ̂; the stu-
dent thought for a moment and responded, pointing to qu
tion ~4a!: ‘‘ since eigenstates do not change...the expectation
value of P is time independent...if P and Q commute then
expectation value of both will be time independent.’’ This
pattern of reasoning is consistent with the written respon
One of the students later expressed concern about this c
but remained unsure about what needed to be done.

Transcribed below are exerpts from interviews~by inter-
viewer I! with two students~S2 and S3! who were asked to
elaborate on their incorrect claim that the expectation va
of any operator is always time independent if the system
initially in any eigenstate@misconception~M3!#:

S2: ...tell me how can it [the system] get out of
an eigenstate on its own? ...how can there be
time dependence in this situation?
I: Can you show that by writing down the expec-
tation value explicitly?
S2: ~does not write anything but thinks for a mo-
ment!...I remember that in an eigenstate the ex-
pectation value hasc2 and there is no time de-
pendence.

Note the confidence and insistence of student S3 below:

S3: ...in an eigenstate the system cannot
evolve...so when you measure something you get
the same thing...I mean the expectation value of
any operator will be time independent.
I: Can you show that by writing down the expec-
tation value explicitly?
S3: ~writes down! ^fuQuf&
I: Where is the time dependence?
S3: there isn’t...becausef is an eigenstate.
I: Can you write down the time dependence for a
general state?
S3: it is something like...~writes down!
exp(2iHt)uf&
I: Why does this not apply here?
S3: ~thinks!...you can write it like this if you
want...but if you substitute the exponential in the
expectation value...it will cancel out and you will
get what I told you earlier.

Thus, student S3 was so confident that the time evolu
operators cancel in the expectation value, that he did not
the need to insert it in the expression for the expecta
891 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 69, No. 8, August 2001
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value, even when explicitly questioned. Also, S3 initial
stated that an eigenstate does not evolve. Later, when ex
itly asked to show the time dependence of a general state
wrote an almost correct time evolution operator. Yet,
claimed that he had been correct all along because the
pectation value is unaffected by it. Similar to this claim
written responses and other interviews show misconcep
~M3.3!, the fact that many students cannot make a distinct
between ‘‘the time-dependent exponential factors cancel
in the expectation value’’versus ‘‘the system does not
evolve in an eigenstate.’’ They invoked one or the oth
indiscriminately often in the same answer and when as
for clarification claimed that both statements are equivale
Many relied on their memorized knowledge about ene
eigenstates. Most students who claimed that the tim
dependent phase factors cancel were as confident as S3
the validity of their claim. They may be confusing eige
states of a general operator with energy eigenstates and u
the term ‘‘the system does not evolve’’ because the abso
value of the wave function is time independent in an ene
eigenstate. From the type of response provided by S3 it

appears that some students may not remember thatĤ is not a

number but an operator and it may not commute withQ̂.
Except for one interviewed student, none could discrim

nate between eigenstates of the HamiltonianĤ and eigen-
states of other operators@misconception~M3!#. Two of the
interviewed students used the word ‘‘stationary state’’ e
plicitly to refer to eigenstates of any operator. One stud
who thought that any eigenstate is stationary said: ‘‘...I re-
member from class that there are two conditions for a st
to be a stationary state...One is that all eigenstates are sta
tionary and...at the moment I forget the other [condition].’’
A discussion with this student after the interview revea
that his instructor had discussed that there were two gen
conditions for the expectation value of an operator to be ti
independent@~C1! and ~C2!#. The student was mistaking
them as two conditions for a state to be stationary.

On the written test we had noted that some stude
treated questions~4! and~5! very differently@misconception
~M6!, see Tables III and V#. In the interview, one studen
clearly applied a similar differential treatment for the tw
When asked to elaborate on the difference between ques
~4! and ~5!, he said: ‘‘These two are very different system
...harmonic oscillator is an isolated system so if the system
in an eigenstate it stays there...@pointing to question (5)# this
is a dynamic problem because there is an external pertur
tion...harmonic oscillator is not [dynamic]...generally speak-
ing there will be transitions from one eigenstate to anoth
[in question (5)] and the expectation value of Q will depe
on time.’’ The student was incorrectly attributing the tim
dependence of the expectation value in Eq.~6! to electrons
making transitions from one energy eigenstate to another
to a ‘‘static’’ magnetic field in the Hamiltonian@misconcep-
tion ~M6!#. Written responses are consistent with this s
dent’s assertion.

In questions~5e!–~5h!, one interviewed student argue
that the expectation value is zero when the initial state is
an eigenstate of the operator whose time dependence o
pectation value is desired. His argument was along the li

that, in question~5e! for example, all eigenstates ofŜx are

orthogonal to all eigenstates ofŜy ~which is actually not true

although^Ŝy& is zero in the initial state which is an eigen
891Chandralekha Singh
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state ofŜx!. The interviewer reminded him that the eige

state ofŜx is only the initial state and he had to find the tim

dependence of the expectation value ofŜy when the initial

state was an eigenstate ofŜx . The student immediately re
sponded: ‘‘I understand that...[but] since the expectation
value is zero in the initial state...so is its time dependence.’’
This type of justification is reminiscent of a common m
conception in introductory physics that if the velocity of
particle is zero, so is its acceleration.

A misconception that was somewhat difficult to dete
from the written responses to question~5! alone ~although
we find evidence for it after the interviews! is that the time
evolution of an arbitrary state cannot change the probab
of obtaining a particular outcome when any observable
measured because the time evolution operator is of the f

exp(2iĤt/\) @misconception~M7!#. In response to question
~5e!–~5g!, one student said that if the initial state is not
eigenstate of the operator whose expectation value we w
to calculate, the expectation value is zero. When aske
elaborate, the student correctly noted that if the electro

initially in an eigenstate ofŜx , the expectation value ofŜy is

zero because when we write eigenstates ofŜx in terms of

eigenstates ofŜy , the probabilities of finding an up spin an
a down spin are the same. However, when he was remin

that the eigenstate ofŜx is only an initial state, the studen
insisted ‘‘...but the time dependent factors are just expon
tials...they cannot change the probability of getting up a
down spins.’’ The student waited for a moment and conti
ued, ‘‘hmmm...it does look a bit strange though that the
expectation values will always be zero. Now I am confu
whether only6\/2 are allowed @eigenvalues for electron
spin# or the whole spectrum between6\/2 is allowed.
~waits!...Maybe the whole spectrum is allowed...then the ex-
pectation value will be non-zero.’’ The student appeared s
certain that the probability of obtaining6\/2 is unaffected
by the time evolution of the system that he incorrectly star
to speculate that every value between6\/2 is allowed when
a spin component is measured. It is true that the time ev
tion will not change the probability of collapsing a gene
state into different energy eigenstates. However, it w
change the probability of collapsing a general state i
eigenstates of a general operator. For example, if the sys

is initially in an eigenstate ofŜx , the time evolution will
change the probability of collapsing into different eigensta

of Ŝy in problem~5!.
In response to question~5e!, one interviewed student wh

we referred to as S1 earlier said: ‘‘Sy will evolve in time
because it cannot get into an eigenstate...because Sx is in an
eigenstate and the uncertainty principle disallows both be
known exactly... .’’ He continued: ‘‘same is true for(5 f )
and(5g) but since there is no contradiction with uncertain
principle in (5h), it won’t evolve.’’ We asked him if the
operators could evolve in time in the Schro¨dinger formalism.
He pointed to~5e! and said ‘‘Oh...No...I meant the wave
function is not evolving because it is in an eigenstate
Sx ....so it shouldn’t matter what you measure...Sx or Sy or
Sz ...since the eigenstate will be unchanged...@therefore# Sy

and Sz will be time-dependent...as for Sx ...it will be a con-
stant since wave function is in its eigenstate.’’ This student
892 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 69, No. 8, August 2001
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appears to have forgotten about the collapse of a wave fu
tion into an eigenstate ofQ̂ whenQ̂ is measured.

As noted earlier,9 question~5i! in Appendix A was not
administered in the written test. However, we included it
the interviews because it directly addresses misconcep
~M2!. In the written test, 80% had answered ‘‘No’’ in re
sponse to question~5h!, which appears to be correct on th
surface, but 55% did not provide the correct reasoning~see
responses 15–18 in Appendix C!. The latter displayed mis-
conceptions~M1!–~M4!, and did not base their answer o
the fact that the eigenstates ofŜz are stationary states. In th
interview, in response to question~5i! ~for which the correct
response is ‘‘Yes,’’ because@Ĥ,Ŝx#Þ0! seven out of nine
interviewed students answered ‘‘No.’’ As we had suspect
most of them incorrectly claimed that~5h! and~5i! were very
similar based upon misconceptions~M1! ~citing @Ŝx ,Ŝx#
50 as the condition for time independence! and ~M2!.

IV. DISCUSSION

Although students in advanced quantum mechan
courses may have learned to solve the Schro¨dinger equation
with complicated potentials and boundary conditions, ma
have difficulties with conceptual understanding of quant
measurements and time development.12 The written test and
interviews reveal a number of common misconceptio
~M1!–~M7! ~see Tables III–V!. Students often used conflict
ing justifications throughout the test, and there was a lack
discrimination between related concepts. Most students
not remember that energy eigenstates or stationary s
play a special role in quantum mechanics, and thought
eigenstates of any operator have the same properties a
ergy eigenstates.

Students performed much worse on the time developm
aspects of the test~7 of the 14 test questions! than on the
pure measurement aspects. Our investigation shows
most students’ knowledge about time development is fr
mented. Most students did not understand that the Ha
tonian plays a crucial role in the time development of t
system. A majority did not remember the significance of o
erators that commute with the Hamiltonian. Many stude
could only remember that there was a commutation rela
involved in the time dependence of expectation value. T
few who remembered Eq.~6! did not realize that for energy
eigenstates, every operator has a time-independent exp
tion value. Few textbooks explicitly discuss that ifuf& is an
energy eigenstate, the time independence of the expecta
value of any operatorQ̂ follows from Eq. ~6! or Eq. ~7!.
Before the written test was administered, some instruc
noted that questions~5e!–~5h! should be relatively easy fo
their students because they were either worked out in c
while discussing Larmor precession of spins or they w
assigned as homework. However, they turned out not to
easy for students.

The detected knowledge deficiencies can be broadly
vided into three levels with increased difficulty in overcom
ing them:13 ~I! lack of knowledge related to a particular co
cept, ~II ! knowledge that is retrieved from memory b
cannot be interpreted correctly,~III ! knowledge that is re-
trieved and interpreted at the basic level but cannot be u
to draw inferences in specific situations. Our investigatio
show evidence that for advanced students, the difficul
with quantum measurement and time development conc
892Chandralekha Singh
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were due to the deficiencies spread across all three le
Since many of the questions required students to predict
outcomes of experiments, they necessitated a transition f
the mathematical representation to a concrete case. This
requires that students interpret and draw qualitative in

ences from quantitative tools@e.g., in question~5!, doeŝ Ŝy&
depend on time if the system is initially in an eigenstate ofŜx

for an electron in a static magnetic fieldBz?#. Therefore,
deficiencies at levels II and III were frequently observe
Students in general had difficulty in differentiating betwe
related concepts. For example, some claimed that there
time dependence in all of questions~5e!–~5h! because the

expectation value ofQ̂ is zero in the initial state~similar
inability to distinguish between velocity and acceleration
common in introductory courses!. In question~1!, some stu-
dents were unable to expand a general state in terms o
eigenstates of an operator~deficiency level I!. They either
lacked the knowledge including knowledge about Dirac f
malism or could not retrieve it from memory~i.e., they might
have recognized the correct relationship if shown explicitl!.
Others could not interpret the information retrieved fro
memory at a later stage~deficiency levels II and III!. For
example, some students who correctly invokeduf&
5(n Cnucn& did not realize thatCn5^cnuf& and at a later
step thought that̂fucn& is unity. This type of lack of con-
sistency is reminiscent of the response of introductory s
dents~e.g., when asked about the acceleration of a base
after it has left the bat, most students correctly retrieve fr
memory that the acceleration of a projectile is 9.8 m/s2 ver-
tically downward, but when asked about the force on
baseball after it has left the bat, many believe that the ini
force by the bat should be added to the gravitational forc
obtain the net force14!.

A significant finding is that most students hadcommon
difficulties and misconceptions about quantum measu
ments and time development, despite their varied ba
ground and the abstract nature of the subject matter. T
finding is strikingly similar to the ‘‘universal’’ nature of mis
conceptions documented for introductory physics course2,3

In introductory courses, many misconceptions are re
deep-rootedpreconceptions, fitting in well with students’
overall views about the world. It is therefore very difficult
correct them with traditional instruction; and studies ha
shown that they reappear within a short time.2,3 The miscon-
ceptions about quantum measurements cannot properl
called preconceptions because students are introduce
novel concepts during the course, and they do not explic
encounter relevant phenomena in everyday experience. S
misconceptions, e.g., that successive measurements on
tinuous variables produce somewhat deterministic outcom
may be due to the difficulty in reconciling the classical co
cepts learned earlier with the quantum concepts.The analysis
of test results suggests that the widespread misconcep
originate largely from students’ inability to discriminate be
tween related concepts and a tendency to overgeneraliz. A
preconception, e.g., that motion implies force, can often
viewed as an overgeneralization, e.g., of the observation
motion implies force for an object initially at rest in a refe
ence frame. The contrasting feature is that in introduct
courses, overgeneralizations are often inappropriate extr
lations of everyday experiences, whereas in the contex
893 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 69, No. 8, August 2001
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quantum mechanics they are inappropriate extrapolation
concepts learned in one context during the course~or previ-
ous courses! to another.
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APPENDIX A: QUANTUM MEASUREMENT TEST

For the questions below, we refer to a generic observa
Q and its corresponding quantum mechanical operatorQ̂.

For all of the questions, the Hamiltonian and operatorsQ̂ do
not depend upon time explicitly.

~1! The eigenvalue equation for an operatorQ̂ is given by

Q̂uc i&5l i uc i&, i 51,...,N. Write an expression for̂fuQ̂uf&,
where uf& is a general state, in terms of the projectio
^fuc i&.

~2! If you make measurements of a physical observableQ
on a system in immediate succession, do you expect the
come to be the same every time? Justify your answer.

~3! If you make measurements of a physical observableQ
on an ensemble of identically prepared systems which
not in an eigenstate ofQ̂, do you expect the outcome to b
the same every time? Justify your answer.

~4! A particle is in a one-dimensional harmonic oscillat
potential. Under what conditions will the expectation val
of an operatorQ̂ depend on time if

~a! the particle is initially in a momentum eigenstate.
~b! the particle is initially in an energy eigenstate.

Justify your answer in both cases.

~5! Questions~a!–~i! refer to the following system. An
electron is in a uniform magnetic field B which is pointing
the z direction. The Hamiltonian for the spin degree of fre
dom for this system is given byĤ52gBŜz whereg is the

gyromagnetic ratio andŜz is the z component of the spin
angular momentum operator.

Notation: Ŝzu↑&5\/2u↑&, andŜzu↓&52\/2u↓&.
For reference, the unnormalized eigenstates ofŜx andŜy are
given by

Ŝx~ u↑&6u↓&)56\/2~ u↑&6u↓),

Ŝy~ u↑&6 i u↓&)56\/2~ u↑&6 i u↓&).

~a! If you measureSz in a stateux&5(u↑&1u↓&)/&, what
are the possible results, and what are their respec
probabilities?
893Chandralekha Singh
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~b! If the result of the first measurement ofSz was\/2, and
you immediately measureSz again, what are the pos
sible results, and what are their respective probab
ties?

~c! If the result of the first measurement ofSz was\/2, and
you immediately measureSx , what are the possible
results, and what are their respective probabilities?

~d! What is the expectation valuêŜz& in the stateux&
5(u↑&1u↓&)/&?

~e! If the electron is initially in an eigenstate ofŜx , does

the expectation value ofŜy depend on time? Justify
your answer.

~f! If the electron is initially in an eigenstate ofŜx , does

the expectation value ofŜz depend on time? Justify
your answer.

~g! If the electron is initially in an eigenstate ofŜz , does

the expectation value ofŜx depend on time? Justify
your answer.

~h! If the electron is initially in an eigenstate ofŜz , does

the expectation value ofŜz depend on time? Justify
your answer.

~i! If the electron is initially in an eigenstate ofŜx , does

the expectation value ofŜx depend on time? Justify
your answer.

APPENDIX B: EXAMPLES OF INCORRECT
WRITTEN RESPONSES TO QUESTION „4…

1. ~4a! Always, unless@Q,P#50, i.e., measurement of
commuting operator is conducted~fundamental theorem o
QM! @analogous reasoning with@Q,H#50 for ~4b!#.

2. ~4a! If @Q,P#50 no spreading of wave function in tim
because particle has well-defined momentum@analogous rea-
soning with@Q,H#50 for ~4b!#.

3. ~4a! Unless @Q,P#50, i.e., Q measures somethin
whose eigenstate is not shared with momentum@analogous
reasoning with energy for~4b!#.

4. ~4a!–~4b! if @H,Q#50→constant of motion.
5. ~4a! If Q is not a momentum operator@analogous rea-

soning with Hamiltonian for~4b!#.
6. ~4a! Measuring anything but momentum or veloci

@analogous reasoning with energy for~4b!#.
7. ~4a!–~4b! Never, it’s in an eigenstate, expectation va

ues are constant.
8. ~4a!–~4b! If the wave function is time dependent.
9. ~4a!–~4b! If spontaneous transition to other energy le

els occur through time.
10. ~4a!–~4b! Only if the potential is changing with time
11. ~4a!–~4b! UnlessQ is a constant.
12. ~4a!–~4b! If Q has more than one eigenstate.

APPENDIX C: EXAMPLES OF INCORRECT
WRITTEN RESPONSES TO QUESTION „5e…–„5h…

1. ~5e! Yes, @Sx ,Sy#Þ0 since no common eigenstate
@Yes for ~5f! and~5g! and No for~5h! by analogous reason
ing#.

2. ~5e!–~5g! Yes, if electron is initially in an eigenstate o
Sx , ^Sy& will be time dependent becauseSy is in a different
spin basis thanSx @~5h! No, by analogous reasoning#.
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3. ~5e! Yes, Sx eigenstates are superposition
Sy eigenstates→we expect^Sy& to be time dependent@~5f!
and ~5g! Yes, ~5h! No, by analogous reasoning#.

4. ~5e!–~5h! No, each eigenstate ofSi is an equal super-
position of eigenstates of another operatorSj so the expec-
tation value won’t change with time. However, other obse
ables, e.g., momentum, position, etc., would.

5. ~5e! ^xxuSyuxx&50→always time independent@analo-
gous reasoning for~5f! and ~5g!#.

6. ~5e! Sincec has collapsed onto eigenstate ofSx ,^Sy&
cannot depend on time@analogous reasoning for~5f!–~5h!#.

7. ~5e!–~5h! No, it won’t get out of eigenstate.
8. ~5e!–~5h! All questions time independent because e

pectation value cannot change unless state is changing~here
eigenstate!. Note: Even if the wave function is time depen
dent, it would cancel out with its complex conjugate a
time dependence would go away.

9. ~5e!–~5g! Yes, must precess.~5h! No, no need to pre-
cess.

10. ~5g! Yes, the magnetic moment precesses about
field so although system is in an eigenstate ofSz , the amount
of ^Sx& and ^Sy& will change with time.

11. ~5e! No, magnetic field is only in thez direction so
electron is not influenced inx direction by it and stay in the
eigenstate.~5f!–~5h! Yes, Magnetic field will serve to align
the spin of electrons inz direction.

12. ~5f! Yes, B field in the Z direction will bring system
out of initial eigenstate→cause transition and mak
d^Sz&/dtÞ0 @No for ~5e! and Yes for ~5g! and ~5h! by
analogous reasoning#.

13. ~5f! No, I got this wrong in the last exam and I am st
not sure.

14. ~5g! @H,Sx#}@Sz ,Sx#Þ0→^Sx& time dependent.
15. ~5h! No, this is obvious since@Sz ,Sz#50.
16. ~5h! No, once in an eigenstate of an operator, futu

measurements of that operator won’t change the state.
17. ~5h! No, it has already been observed to be inSz

eigenstate so it will stay there.
18. ~5h! No, by definition eigenstate is a state of an ope

tor which does not change in time. So the eigenvalues
expectation values do not change in time.
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